One of the unresolved questions in the matter of financial decision is why firms hedge with derivatives. Prior researches hypotize different reasons for derivatives use and empirical results are contradictory. When Managers and Owners are different an agency problem could arise in the hedging decisions. For instance, the Managers may hedge in a manner that does not maxime the value of the firm. On one side derivatives allow shifting and hedging risks but on the other side reduce the cost of enganging in speculative transactions. The paper is motivated mainly by the ongoing debate on derivatives use and seeks at answer following questions : how do corporate strategies use derivatives? What is the really goal of using derivatives: hedging or taking risks? How CEOs use derivatives to hide or delay losses or their imbalanced corporate strategies (e.g. hostile takeovers)?.
Introduction
The nature of bank's operations implies several financial risks (e.g. interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, credit risk, liquidity risk) and requires onbalance and off-balance sheet strategies to manage them. During the past ten years, bank managers used derivatives contracts with position as dealers or speculators to manage these risks exposure (M. Venkatachalam, 1996) .
Through financial derivative securities firms not only achieve goals to transfer and to hedge risks, but also have cheaply access to take speculative risks and determining when they are hedging or speculating is not a simple matter because it is difficult to value portfolio of derivatives. In banking sector is most important to determine if banks are using deviratives to hedge or to take risks because if large banks increase their risks through derivatives, the entire banking system is exposed to important potential losses related to. Otherwise, if large banks all take relevant postions in derivatives market, the failure of one may determine the failure of many, so called "Systemic Risk" (Gary Gorton and Richard Rosen, 1995) . On one hand, derivatives allow shifting and hedging risks but on the other hand reduce the cost of enganging in speculative transactions. Their role in the recent crisis is not clear. Likewise, establishing the risk management benefit of financial derivatives is empirically difficult (Francisco Pérez-Gonzàlez and Hayong Yun, 2010).
Since the 1980s, the financial derivatives markets have been increased by firms that try to shed undesidered risk and to hedge their exposures at low cost. In other words, derivative contracts allow to trade away risks that firms do not wish to be exposed while maintaining and controlling other risks exposures. For instance, an interest rate swap can be used to put off the interest rate risk from the credit risk (J. Kambhu, F. Keane and Catherine Benadon, 1996) .
Derivatives are classified in two categories: Plain Vanilla and Exotic. Plain Vanilla includes: options (contracts based on a promise to buy or sell at a fixed price something in the future); forward contracts (one party is obliged to buy the underlying at a fixed price at a certain time in the future from a counterparty who is obliged to sell the same underlying at that fixed price); swap (is a contract to exchange cash flows over the life of the contract). Exotic derivatives are a complicated function of one or many underlyings (Rene M. Stulz, 2004) .
The value of derivatives financial contract is related to the price of a particular financial security (bond or equity), to the likelihood of default on a payment or to the price of another derivativescontract, e.g. options on a futures-contracts ( T. Norfield, 2012) . Derivatives contracts have grown strongly in both organized exchanges and over-thecounter (OTC) markets: the most successful exchange-traded derivatives are those that add liquidity to the underlying markets, while the most successful OTC derivatives are those that paint contracts adapted to the needs of counterparties in strip out risks. In the OTC markets are negotied swaps, options and foward contracts without the interposition of a clearinghouse into deals. In particular, OTC markets trade personalized contracts and are less liquid than the underlying cash markets because their primarly function is to offer new configurations of risks rather than provide liquidity (Eli M. Remolona ,1993) .
Corporate risk management is one of the most important part of the firm's strategy and financial derivatives (currency, interest rate and commodity derivatives) are one means of managing risks facing corporation (Wayne Guay and S.P. Kothari, 2003) .
Theoretical research investigates on optimal hedging in response to different types of capital market imperfections, which create incentives for firms to use derivatives instruments (C. Géczy, Bernadette A. Minton and C. Schrand, 1997) . If capital markets are perfect, hedging with derivatives does not to add to firms value and market imperfections explaine why firms use derivatives each year. In particular, firms hedge in response to high costs of underinvestments and financial distress. In other words, hedging increase with expected financial distress costs, firm size and investment opportunities (John R. Graham and Daniel A. Rogers, 1999) . Hedging increases firm value by reducing expected tax liabilities, costs of financial distress and to control agency problems. Corporate hedging consists in the use of off-balance sheet instruments (forwards, futures, swaps and options) that reduce the volatility of firm value (Deana R. Nance, Clifford W. Smith Jr, Charles W. Smithson, 1993) . Hedging may also reduct suboptimal risk allocation resulting from an agency problem between managers and shareholders, thereby reducing agency cost (DeMarzo and Duffie, 1992).
The increasing role of derivatives as a tool for risk management determine the growth of derivatives market. Because the importance of the recognition and measurement of these financial instruments, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) established SFAS 105, SFAS 107 and SFAS 114 to improve the trasparency of financial reports. SFAS 105 requires the disclosure of the contractual and notional amount, nature, terms and credit risk of financial instruments with "off-balance sheet" risk. SFAS 107 imposes at the banks to disclose the fair value of all financial instruments for which is possible to estimate the value. SFAS 119 requires banks to identify the purpose of the use of derivatives financial instruments, reporting whether the aggregate fair value of the derivatives portfolios represents a net asset or net liability position through a detailed information for fair values and contractual amounts of derivatives divided in category of instrument and the purpose for which they are held (M. Venkatachalam, 1996) .
Banks and financial institutions developped their derivatives activities and contracts in derivatives instruments became more and more complex and caracterized by a longer maturities and cover a broader range of underlying assets. The most diffused whitin derivatives instruments is plain vanilla instruments (e.g. forwards). Derivatives risks are classified in several categories: a) Market risk related to the change in financial market prices , who may be determine losses related to the firm's financial position in derivatives; b) Credit risk related to the likelihood that the counterparty of a derivatives contract fails; c) Operational risk refers to losses generated by a weak internal controls or information systems; d) Legal risk that derivatives contacts are not legally enforced. To managing these different risks, firms develop methods of risk assessment (e.g. VAR). If derivatives business are based on theoretical models for pricing models, model errors add risk related to misvalued contracts sold for less than their actually worth or contracts purchased at overvalued prices. Mistakes in estimating risk exposures imply hedging strategies less effective than estimated (T. Clifton Green and Stephen Figlewski, 1999) .
The corporate scandals occured over the past ten years showed that more often managerial strategies are decided externally of the firm: another entity, different from the board (e.g. political power), chooses the goal of the firm without regards to the interest of shareholders. For instance, hubris CEOs of a local bank try to become a large bank, through an externally growth (e.g. hostile takeovers), aiming at selfentranchement rather than enrich shareholders and to obtain the support of shareholders, they hide the losses of their bad deals (e.g. too high bid price), through an accounting manipulation .
This study conducts an empirical analysis whitin 134 commercial Banks in USA which incurred in failures in 2009 and the main finding of the model is that when banks lead by ambitious CEOs who adopt imbalanced corporate strategies conducting to the default, hire more than their real need, increase their investments in PP&E, their loans growth faster with the purpose of to portraying the bank to market as healthy firm. If the investors believe in these strategies, the market value increase as awards to the good job of the management but around the announcement of failure the market value drops significantly.
The paper is motivated mainly by the ongoing debate on derivatives use and seeks to answer following questions: how do corporate strategies use derivatives? What is the really goal of using derivatives: hedging or taking risks? How CEOs use derivatives to hide or delay losses or their imbalanced corporate strategies (e.g. hostile takeovers)?
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the existing literature on derivatives use. Section 3 introduces a conceptual framework developped through several propositions. Section 4 describes sample characteristics and presents the model. Section 5 concludes.
Literature Background
In the literature on Derivatives usage, two main research stream can be identified: the first considers derivatives as useful tools that allow investment managers to utilize information better, manage risk and reduce transaction cost; the second, describes derivatives as speculative and high-risk investments (Jennifer Lynch Koski and Jeffrey Pontiff, 1999). For instance, Norvald Instefjord (2000) shows that bank risk is unrelated to access to derivatives markets and defines the bank as an institution with a relatively rigid capital structure and a relatively large asset exposure in illiquid loans markets. Banks that are able to hedge more, also take on more underlying risk. Starting to the beliefs that firm risk in banking sector has a systemic dimension and the credit derivatives market can help to limit the firm risk, Norvald Instefjord detects that credit derivatives instruments increase bank risk if the loans market is highly price elastic. On the opposite, Ludger Hentschel and S.P. Kothari (2001) find that no firms alter their exposure or volatilities through derivatives and an over widesperad speculation with derivatives is unfounded. The Authors detect that firms use derivatives to reduce the risks associated with short-term contracts. More interesting, Tufano (1996) finds that firms in the goldmining industry use derivatives to reduce risk, due to managerial and owner risks adversion. Yet, an empirical analysis within US firms operating in the sectors of electric and gas utilities (both high weatersensitive), shows that weather derivatives allow an increase of firm value and hedging that, in turn, allow firms to increase investment and use more aggressive Existing hedging theories try to explain corporate use of derivatives. In particular, prior empirical derivatives researches find a positive relationship between hedging and leverage, while other do not find they are related. Yet, some studies find a positive relation between derivatives use and both the marketto-book ratio and R&D expenditure while other do not detect such relation. Many firms hold derivatives positions because benefit in cash flow and market value sensitivities. The use of derivatives increases with greater investment opportunities, increases among more geographically different firms and among firms lead by CEOs with high wealth sensitivity to stock price (Wayne Guay, S.P. Kothari, 2003) . When firms recognize that external financing is expensive and it implicates a reduction in investment opportunities, firms conduct their hedging through the use of derivatives. In the meantimes, when firms do not generate enough cash flow, hedging can increase firms value reducing the underinvestment problem associated with high cost of external financing (Gerald D. Gay and Jouahn Nam, 1998) .
Without hedging, firms are more likey to pursue suboptimal investment projects, while hedging reduces the costs of obtaining external funds and the dependence on external financing (Myers, 1977) .
M. Venkatachalam (1996) investigates on the risk management strategies of banks and studies the relation between fair value gains and losses on derivatives and on-balance sheet gains and losses on financial instruments. The author finds that the fair value gains and losses on-balance sheet financial instruments are negatively related with the fair value gains and losses on derivative hedge instruments. This result suggests that banks use partially derivatives to reduce their risks exposure and a significant number of sample banks might use derivatives to assume additional risks rather than to reduce risk. M.Venkatachalam also shows that notional values of derivatives is negatively related to bank equity value after controlling for the fair values of derivatives. In other words, the fair value estimates for derivatives is correlated with the variation in bank share prices.
Firms with potential exposure to foreign currency risk generated from foreign operations, foreign-denominated debt and high concentration of foreign competitors in their industries use currency swaps, forwards, futures, options or combinations of these instruments. In particular, firms with geater growth opportunities and in presence of financial constraints are more likely to use currency derivatives to reduce the variation in cash flows or earnings that might preclude investments in growth opportunities (C. Géczy, Bernadette A. Minton and C. Schrand, 1997) .
Managers decide to use derivatives measuring the level of the firm exposure to risks and the cost of managing risks; for instance, the use of currency derivatives depends on the cost of managing foreign exachange-rate risk (C. Géczy, Bernadette A. Minton and C. Schrand, 1997). When firms begin to use derivatives in response to risk shocks, firms use derivatives to hedge risks with an expected benefits from hedging (Wayner R. Guay, 1999) .
If markets are perfect and complete, the value of the firm is independent of its hedging policy. In an "imperfect" market , firm needs a corporate financing policy that allows to maximize the market value. A firm can hedge by trading derivatives contracts or by different real operating decision (e.g. merger). A value-maximizing firm can hedge for three reasons: 1) politicians impose additional constraints on the firm, like taxes or in terms of accounting numbers, that imply the need to hedge accounting. If firms take positions in options markets, those hedging may reduce the variability of pre-tax firm value and the expected corporate tax liability is reduced. In other words, post-taxes value of the firm is increased; 2) also the bankruptcy costs lead to hedging. The firm has to convince potential bondholders that it will hedge after the bond sale to reduce the bankruptcy costs. But bondholders know that an increase in the value of the firm means also a redistribution of wealth from shareholders to bondholders. So, without an incentive to hedge it will be difficult for the firm to make a credibility announcement of hedge. Incentives for shareholders to adopt a hedging policy occur at least : a) when firm borrow frequently, the reputation for hedging decreases the price for its new debt; b) through hedging the firm reduce the costs of financial distress and shareholders avoid binding bond covenants that constrain its investement policy; 3) managers, employees, supplier and custmores are risk adverse and require extracompensation to bear nondiversiable risks. Managers demand higher compensations or equities if the risk of failure is greater; employees demand higher wages if the likelihood of firing is greater; suppliers pretend more guarantee-terms in long contracts and suppliers do not buy products without warranty obligations from the firm with unexpectedly large changes in firm value. Yet, if managerial compensation is related to firm value, managers have incentives to involve in their plan also market value strategies . If hedging is costy, shareholders try to discourage managers from spending excessive resourse in hedging strategies. Managerial compensation also can include payment related to accounting earnings. If managers compensation depends heavily on accounting earnings, mangers may pursue principally hedge accounting earnings which allow to constrain the variance of the firm economic value. If the compensation package is major related to the value of the firm, the manager is more likely to hedge. (Smith Clifford and René Stulz,1985) .
Managers who receive larger option awards are less likely to hedge using derivatives because the value of the options will increase with the increase of the riskiness of the firm. While, equity holdings by the managers are positively related to the likelihood of hedging and to hedge through the use of derivatives. Further, in presence of equity ownership by institutional investors, we expect a geater probability of hedging and of hedge through a greater level of derivatives usage (Lee C (René M. Stulz,1984) .
Shivaram Rajgopal and Terry Shevlin (2002) investigate the relationship between employee stock options (ESOs) and managerial actions in risk taking on a sample of firms operating in oil and gas sectors. They measure the impact of the ESOs on the level of the risk assumed and find that ESOs motivate managerial investment in risky projects.
During the 1980s ESOs largerly diffused favoured by their accounting treatment. In 1993 the FASB required to firms to determine the value of ESOs by using an option pricing model and charging this value on earnings or disclosed in footnotes to the financial statements. The ESOs value appears negatively related to firms stock prices, because when an option is vested it is more likely to be exercised. The unexercised option rapresent a cost for shareholders. In samll firms, the ESO is not related to the firm share price, while in large firms, ESO value is strongly negative realted to stock price. In fact, small firms are caracherized by less sophidticated investors with limited capabilities in evaluation ESO (David Aboody,1996) .
The use of financial hedging by managers is related also to their carrer concerns. The optimal hedging policy adopted by manager depends on the accounting information that are available to shareholders. In this case, the analysis is focused on the informational effect of hedgeing rather than on the role of hedging in trasfering or sharing risks among the parties. The most important channels of this informational effect are: 1) information about the value of the shareholders options allows them to exercise their options or leave the current investment project. On the other side, managers have an incentive to hide this information to reduce the risk of their future wages; 2) information revealed by profit has a nonlinear effect on reputation, future wage and current managers. Firms might adopt a decentralized riskmanagement policy in each profit of center, because decentralized hedging benefit of increasing informativeness of divisional performance reports. Starting from the assumption that managers are better informed about the source and magnitude of the firm risks, this asymmetry puts managements in a better position to hedge their risks. Shareholders judge the quality of the firm's management and investment projects on the firm's performance. In other words, current profits are related to manager reputation and future wage (Peter M. DeMarzo and Darrel Duffie, 1995).
Equityholders have also interests in support hedging when managers have private informations about an unobservable risk that affects the firm's payoffs. In firms with greater informational asymmetry equityholders will have greater benefits if the fims hedges (DeMarzo and Duffie, 1991). Venkatachalam (1996) invetsigates on the issue whether the notional ammounts of derivatives provides informations to market about the bank managers views on risk management and in particular on the bank level of involvement in derivatives. In other words, the notional amounts of derivatives might reveals the view about whether derivatives are used to increase or decrease risk. When market partecipants do not trust managers to use the derivatives to reduce risk or do not understand how derivatives are used, react negatively to derivatives usage. Most managers usually affirm that derivatives disclosuded as "other than trading" are used for asset-liability management purpose, that means hedging. The FASB with the enact of SFAS 119 could help to determine how managers use derivatives.
Daniel A. Rogers (2002) investigates the effect of managerial goals on hedging policy in relation to the derivative holdings. In other words, how CEO risk taking incentives are related to corporate usage is investigated analyzing CEOs portfolios of stock and option holding. The Author detects that CEO risk taking bias are negatively related to the amount of derivative holding, because derivatives are used for hedging purpose.
Concerning the relationship between banks using financial derivatives instrument and banks lending, existing literature affirms that banks get in derivatives contracting for two reasons. First, to complement their traditional lending activities; second, to hedge riskexposure generated from deposit taking and lending. In particular, commercial banks who use interest-rate derivatives increase their ability to provide more intermediation service, in terms of commercial and industrial (C&I) lending. In other words, derivatives markets allows banks to increase lending activities at a greater rate than banks that do not use derivatives. Thus, strong regulatory constrains on derivatives usage may determines a decrease in lending growth. (ElijahBrewer III, Bernadette A. Minton and James T.
Moser, 2000). Derivative-trading become another way to increase revenues and earnings. In other words, banks and finance corporations create money and generate profit not only through productive investment but also through the support of the financial innovation (T. Norfield, 2012) .
Derivatives instruments can be used to reduce risk exposure (hedging) or to make a profit generated by the change in the value of the underlying asset (speculating). Speculators believe they have an information advantage relative to the market gained from Government or Official sources, and have a transactions cost advantage in trading (economies of scale), thereby, they view speculation as a profitable activity. Firms are more likely to speculate when CFOs compensation is highly related to the stock price sensitivity and his options is not associated with speculation. In fact, CFOs and not CEOs undertake decisions about speculation and CFO is the most responsable of derivatives positions. Internal controls have the relevant functions to monitoting and control to avoid excessive risks exposure through the access to derivatives. Firms characterized by a weak governance are more likely to incur in speculation strategies undertaken by managers. In other words, speculation may be viewed as a governance failure. To limit speculation, firms develop strong internal controls on derivatives activities, like frequently report to the Board of directors and a regulary valuation of portfolio. The financial statements are not trasparent about firms' speculative activities and may be related to the corporate scandals realized through the financial reporting of off-balance sheet assets.
Theoretical Propositions
In this article are examined the potential economic consequences of imbalanced corporate strategies, who constrain managers to use derivatives to hide the losses of their bad deal (e.g. hostile takeovers). This analysis is conducted through the study of the dynamics of employment, loans, equity, fixed assets and the fair value of gains and losses on derivatives usage, with particular focus on their behavior around two specific periods: before and during the failure.
The empirical prediction of the model that have not been tested in literature are summarized below:  Banks who are implementing imbalanced corporate strategies, hire more than their real need. We expect that two variables related of hiring (Personnel Expenses and Number of Employees) growth in before period and shrink in during period;  The purpose of to convince the market about the good health of the firm leads the banks to increase their loans. So we expect a growth of the variables "Gross loans" in at least before period. We also expect in the same period a growth for the variable "Fixed Assets", which reveal investments in PP&E (Property, Plant and Equipment);
 After the growth of hiring and loans, also the market value increases as awards by the investors to the good job of the managers. The prediction is an increase of the proxy variable (Equity ) at least in before period.  The ammount of dividend paid is related to the value of the firm. We expect in before period an increase in the value of the Dividends paid;
 Net Gains (losses) on Trading and Derivatives are proxies of the use of Derivatives (missing data). We expect their growth at least in before period; in other words, Net Gains (losses) on Trading and Derivatives may be a measure of the entity of derivatives instruments used before and during the failure period and we exepct their constant growth. The following table presents the descriptive statistics. ĝit is the variable of interest after the adjustment git is the variable of interest before the adjustment ġcit is the mean of control group
The economic equation becomes:
The coefficient β before and β during explain the expected different dynamic of each variable of interest before and during the failure period. So the null hypotesis will be that β before = β before . Table 1 illustrates the dynamics of failures banks comparing the behavior of the variables of interest overtime, with the null hypothesis that that β before = β during . The results show a significantly change around the failures in the Personnel Expendure, Fixed Assets , Dividends Paid and Market Value. Consistent with the assumptions, before the failure banks increase the number of their employees and in particular their wages increase signifincantly, while during the failure period the growth of number of employees is significantly lower, and in turn, also the personnel expenses. Personnel Expenses and Fixed Assets growth significantly before the failure and growth more slowly afterwards. Before the failure banks enhance singnificantly the amount of Dividends Paid, to obtain the shareholders support while the Management are adopting imbalanced corporate strategies. In that time the market believes in the good health of the bank and the valuation growths significantly, but after the announcement of failure the market value shrinks down. A similar dynamic is seen in the Gross Loans , which increase before the failure and decrease afterwards.
The analysis of the growth of Net Gains (losses) on Trading in derivatives shows they are flat, which is not consistent with the prediction of the fifth hypotesis. This unexpected result is not sufficient to invalid the prediction, becouse we are considering the sample without adjustment for the control group. To make the final sentence is necessary to analize the adjusted sample. Coefficients are not in bold and T-statistics are reported in bold below the coefficients. Table 2 reports the values of the variables in the two periods, after their adjustment for the mean of the of control group. Also in this case, the analysis confirms the reduction of the number of employees and the the Personnels expenses ; the reduction of the the Gross Loans and Fixed assets. A signifincantly decrease is seen in Dividends Paid and market value. Net Gains (losses) on trading Derivatives shrink around the failure period confirming the relationship between the imbalanced corporate strategies, which conduct the banks to default, and the use of derivatives. Coefficients are not in bold and T-statistics are reported in bold below the coefficients. Table 3 shows the results of testing the dynamic of non failure banks. In this case is possibile to investigate the behavior of the variables of interest not only before and during the failure period, but also after that period (two years later). The Net Gains (losses) on Trading Derivatives are flat before and during the failure of the sample banks, and decrease significantly after their acquisition . It may indicate a strong effect of derivatives of failures banks on balance-sheet of acquiring banks.The gross Loans are flat before and during the failure and decrease significantly after the acquistion of the failure banks. The Dividends Paid growth before the failure, decrease significantly during and enhance following the acquisition of failure banks and it would be interpreted as a strategy to achieve widespread support from the shareholders. Interesting, the value of the market decrease significantly during the failure period and increase faster after the acquisition of failure banks. Coefficients are not in bold and T-statistics are reported in bold below the coefficients.
Conclusion
In banking sector is most important to determine if banks are using deviratives to hedge or to take risks because if large banks increase their risks through derivatives the entire banking system is exposed to important potential losses related to. Otherwise, if large banks all take relevant postions in derivatives market, the failure of one may determine the failure of many, so called "Systemic Risk" (Gary Gorton and Richard Rosen, 1995). On one side, derivatives allow shifting and hedging risks but on the other side reduce the cost of enganging in speculative transactions. Their role in the recent crisis is not clear. Likewise, establishing the risk management benefit of financial derivatives is empirically difficult (Francisco Pérez-Gonzàlez and Hayong Yun, 2010).
When firms recognize that external financing is expensive and it implicates a reduction in investment opportunities, firms conduct their hedging through the use of derivatives. In the meantimes, when firms do not generate sufficient cash flow, hedging can increase firms value reducing the underinvestment problem associated with costly external financing (Gerald D. Gay and Jouahn Nam, 1998). Hedging reduces the probability of financial distress by reducing the variance of the firm value and, thereby, reduces the expected costs of financial distress (Smith Clifford and René Stulz,1985) . Also bondholders have interests to support optimal hedging to avoid exogenous bankruptcy costs. Without hedging, firms are more likey to pursue suboptimal investment projects, while hedging reduces the costs of obtaining external funds and the dependence on external financing (Myers, 1977) .
Usage of derivatives increases with greater investment opportunities, increases among more geographically different firms and among caractirezed by high CEOs sensitivity of wealth to stock price (Wayne Guay, S.P. Kothari, 2003) .. In other words, the managerial wealth invested in the firm is posivitely related to the use of derivatives. When managers are owner of unexercised options, they can choose to increase the risk of the firm to increase the value of their options. Otherwise, in the case of derivatives are used for hedging, option holdings are negatively related to derivatives use.
Managers who receive larger option awards are less likely to hedge using derivatives because the value of the options will increase with the increase of the riskness of the firm. On the opposite, equity holdings by the managers are positively related to the likelihood of hedging and to hedge through the use of derivatives. Further, in presence of equity ownership by institutional investors, geater probability of hedging through a greater level of derivatives usage (Lee C. Adkins, David A. Carter and W. Gary Simpson, 2006) . Equityholders have also interests in support hedging when managers have private information about an unobservable risk that affects the firm's payoffs. In firms with greater informational asymmetry equityholders will have greater benefits if the fims hedges (DeMarzo and Duffie, 1991).
The literature on business ethics has examined CEOs ethical profile to explain managerial fraud and corporate scandals. For instance, CEOs lack of moral values and their high aspiration increase the likelihood of managerial fraud through the undertaking of an imbalanced corporate strategy. CEOs charismatic leadership has the power to obtain the support of stakeholders (stakeholders cohesion) while the same CEOs pursuit an imbalanced corporate strategy (Zona, Minoja and Coda, 2012).
In according with Boddy et al. (2010) , the access to power, influence, prestige and money are associated with leadership corporate positions. In this view, ambitious CEOs adopt a growth strategy through, for instance, hostile takeovers (with a target firm overpaid) and to justify these acquisitions in front of stakeholders, the managers hide the losses generated by the bad deals (e.g. too high bid price) with an accounting manipulation.
In this article are examined the dynamics of several variables (employment, loans, equity, fixed assets, the fair value of gains and losses on derivatives, gross loans and dividends paid) to detect if economic consequences of imbalanced corporate strategies constrain managers to use derivatives to hide the losses of their bad deal (e.g. hostile takeovers).
The empirical results of this study show that when banks are lead by ambitious CEOs who adopt imbalanced corporate strategies conducting to the default, hire more than their real need, increase their investments in PP&E, their loans growth faster with the purpose of to portraying themself to the market as healthy firms. If the investors believe in these strategies, the market value increase as awards to the good job of the management but around tha announcement of failure the market value drops significantly. The empirical analysis of Net Gains (Losses) on trading Derivatives detects a strong relationship between imbalaced corporate strategies , conducting to default and the use of derivatives.
As preliminary work, it has some limitations (the most important is the small sample size due to the missing data) which need to be overcame to improve the theoretical predictions. Moreover, to verify and endorse the relation between a specific imbalanced strategies (hostile takeovers) and derivatives corporative use is necessary to test the reasons of the failure to select an appropriate sample.
A full understanding of the relationship between the collapse of derivatives user with larger position and the so called Systemic Risk is a task for future research.
